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Reduction Linocut Workshop with Kevin
Holdaway

Everyone can relate to a relief print in some way and we all have a certain level of
understanding of the technique. Whether it by trying a linocut process at school or
even just the humble potato print, the principle is the same, you are cutting into a
flat surface and inking up the relief left. You do not need any highly technical
equipment just a flat surface for inking and a roller for the application of the ink.

Relief printing has many possibilities but this class will be concentrating on the
reduction method. This where an initial design is gradually printed and cut out at
different stages, slowly changing the surface throughout the process, reducing the
printable area. You will learn how to make a small edition of a three colour linocut.
We will be using oil-based ink and PPE will be provided.

You will be taught how to prepare the block, transfer your image, cut the surface
away, mix ink, ink the block, register and make an edition of prints. I will also cover
how you can continue your print at home without the use of a press..

About the artist: Artist and master printmaker Kevin Holdaway is a member of the
Royal Society of Painter Printmakers, internationally exhibited, and a Printmaking
Today Award winner. While prolific in his own practice, he teaches a wide range of
traditional printmaking techniques at De Montfort University in his role as a
technical instructor.

Further information:

This workshop is designed for all levels of experience, suitable for ages 18+

Participants are encouraged to arrive around 10-15 minutes ahead of their
workshop.
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There is parking on site and we have 2 free overflow car parks on Bermondsey
Street and opposite at The Holy Biscuit.

Please contact art@thebiscuitfactory.com with any queries.
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